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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Heterochronic Mutants of the Nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans

Victor Ambros and H. Robert Horvitz

Significant evolutionary change in
multicellular organisms may arise from
mutations in genes that control temporal
or spatial patterns of development.
Much of the evolutionary variation in
morphology and life history among relat-
ed species has been proposed to result
from "heterochrony," that is, from dif-
ferences in the relative timing of devel-
opmental events (1-3). In some cases,
radical morphological differences be-
tween species appear to result from sim-
ple differences in developmental timing.
The isolation of mutations that lead to
heterochrony may identify genes that
control temporal patterns of develop-
ment and also that could mutate to intro-
duce heterochronic variation between
species.
26 OCTOBER 1984

We have sought heterochronic mu-
tants of the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans. The relatively simple anatomy
and virtually invariant cell lineage of C.
elegans (4-6) facilitate the detailed com-
parison of mutant and wild-type develop-
mental patterns. Observation of living
worms in the light microscope with the
use of Nomarski differential interference
contrast optics allows individual cells to
be studied. Changes in temporal patterns
of development can be characterized by
examining the fates of individual cells at
specific times during development. Each
cell can be recognized by its lineage
history and position, and its develop-

mental fate can be defined by its mor-
phology (an indicator of cell type), and in
the case of blast cells, by the number and
types of its progeny cells (4). The four
larval stages of C. elegans are character-
ized by stage-specific patterns of cell
division and differentiation (4, 5) and
stage-specific cuticle formation (7).
Many mutants of C. elegans have been

identified that are abnormal in cell lin-
eage (8). The mutant lin4(e912), isolated
because of its inability to lay eggs, dis-
plays multiple and complex cell lineage
defects, with some patterns of cell divi-
sion occurring repeatedly and others not
occurring at all (8, 9). These mutant cell
lineages, as well as other defects of lin-
4(e912) can be interpreted as hetero-
chronic; for example, the times of
expression of certain cell division pat-
terns are altered, while other cell divi-
sion patterns occur at their normal times.
Because a defect in egg-laying appeared
to be one consequence of the heteroch-
ronic development of lin4(e912), we
have screened other egg-laying defective
mutants (10) for similar alterations in the
stage specificity of developmental
events. In this article, we describe the
heterochronic developmental defects
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Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 02139. The present address of V. Ambros is
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Abstract. Mutations in the Caenorhabditis elegans genes 1in-14, lin-28, and lin-
cause heterochronic developmental defects: the timing of sp.ecific developmeni
events in several tissues is altered relative to the timing of events in other tissuE
These defects resultfrom temporal transformations in the fates ofspecific cells, th
is, certain cells express fates normally expressed by cells generated at oth
developmental stages. The identification and characterization ofgenes that can
mutated to cause heterochrony support the proposal that heterochrony is a mecd
nism for phylogenetic change and suggest cellular and genetic bases for hetei
chronic variation. t
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Fig. 1. Partial genetic map showing positions of genes defined by heterochronic mutants. T:
map is based on our mapping experiments (16) and the 1984 Caenorhabditis elegans gene
map (34, 35). Heterochronic genes are shown further above the line of each linkage group.

wt L3 molt Iin-14(n360) L3 molt

caused by mutations in three new genes,
-29 lin-14, lin-28, and lin-29. In these hetero-
tal chronic mutants, specific cells adopt
es. fates normally expressed by cells at oth-
rat er stages. As a result of these temporal
rer transformations in cell fates, certain de-
be velopmental events occur either earlier
ra- than normal ("precocious" events) or
ro- later than normal ("retarded" events)

with respect to other, unaffected events.
Retarded lin-14 mutants. The X-linked

semidominant lin-14 alleles n536 and
n355 (Fig. 1) (11) result in supernumer-
ary molts and cell lineage defects similar
to those caused by lin4(e912), a reces-
sive mutation on linkage group 11 (9).
These mutants display "retarded" de-
velopment. Certain stage-specific
events-such as molting and larval cuti-
cle synthesis-are repeated ("reiterat-
ed") at abnormally late stages of devel-
opment; this reiteration of early stage
events leads to retardation of succeeding
events, such as adult cuticle synthesis,
by displacing them to still later stages.
The most apparent visible defects of

lin-14(n355) and lin-14(n536) hermaphro-
dites are their inability to lay eggs and
the occurrence of supernumerary molts
beyond the normal four molts of the wild,

his type. Sexual maturation of lin-14(n35S)
-tic and lin-14(n536) hermaphrodites occurs

at the normal stage, that is, after the L4

wt L4 molt lin-14(n536) L4 molt

Fig. 2. Photomicrographs of living wild-type and heterochronic mutant hermaphrodites at specific stages of development (Nomarski optics; bar,
20 Lm). Each vertical series of three photomicrographs is of the same hermaphrodite taken approximately 5 to 10 seconds apart but in different fo-
cal planes. The set A to L shows the expression of heterochronic seam cell fates at the L3 and L4 molts. For each animal, one plane offocus (pan-
els C, F, I, and L) shows the gonad (go) for comparison of developmental stages. Panels A, D, G, and J show the plane of focus of the newly
formed cuticles and panels B, E, H, and K show the plane of focus of the lateral hypodermal seam cell nuclei in the corresponding animals. AL,
lateral alae; arrows indicate nuclei of nondividing seam cells; forked lines indicate daughter nuclei of dividing seam cells. (A, B, and C) At the L3
molt of the wild type, lateral alae are absent from the new cuticle (circumferential ridges, or annulae, are visible); seam cells at this stage undergo
cell division. (D, E, and F) At the L3 molt of the precocious mutant lin-14(n360), lateral alae (D) are formed by the seam cells and those seam cells
are nondividing (E). (G, H, and I) In the wild type, these seam cell fates (adult alae formation and failure to divide) do not occur until one stage lat-
er, at the L4 molt. (J, K, and L) At the L4 molt of the retarded mutant lin-14(n536), seam cells do not express their normal fates; they fail to form
adult alae (J) and undergo cell division (K) (these are the same fates normally expressed earlier in the wild type (A and H).
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molt; yet the cuticle of sexually mature
fifth- and sixth-stage animals is unlike
that of wild-type adults and instead ap-
pears similar to that of L2, L3, and L4
larvae. We have identified this cuticle
as larval on the basis of (i) the absence
of adult-specific external longitudinal
ridges or "lateral alae," which extend
the entire length of wild-type adults (Fig.
2J); and (ii) the presence of an ultrastruc-
tural layering pattern like that of wild-
type larval cuticle (Fig. 3E). The expres-
sion of adult cuticle appears to be de-
layed to a later stage rather than blocked
absolutely; the cuticles of lin-14(n536)
and lin-14(n355) L6 animals can contain
patches of alae in regions that lacked
alae at the L5 stage, and always contain
alae in those few regions that had alae in
the L5.
Other retarded developmental events

include stage-specific patterns of cell di-
vision and differentiation. For example,
certain cell lineage patterns specific for
early larval stages in the wild type are
reiterated at later stages in lin-14(n355)
and lin-14(n536) animals. This defect is
illustrated in Fig. 4 for the lateral hypo-
dermal T lineage. In the T lineage of lin-
14(nS36) animals, a distinct cell division
pattern occurs during the first stage and
then is repeated during the second stage
(Fig. 4B). In the wild-type T lineage, this
pattern occurs only during the first stage
(Fig. 4A). Other lateral hypodermal cell
lineages of lin-14(nS36) and lin-14(n355)
reiterate first stage cell lineage patterns
(SI) at later stages (Fig. 5, C and D). In
lin-14(n536) animals (Fig. SD), lineage
patterns normally specific for the second
stage (that is, "S2" patterns) do occur,
but are often delayed by one or two
larval stages (as a result of prior reitera-
tion of S1 patterns) and are often then
reiterated.
These cell lineage reiterations in lin-14

retarded mutants seem to reflect trans-
formations in cell fates. These transfor-
mations can be exemplified by the fates
expressed by the lateral hypodermal
"seam cells"-morphologically distinct
cells that are blast cells during wild-type
larval development and that participate
in cuticle synthesis at each stage (12).
For example, in lin-14(n355) and lin-
14(nS36) animals, the lateral hypodermal
blast cell T.ap, which is the posterior
daughter of the anterior daughter of the
blast cell T [this cell nomenclature is
described in (4)1, fails to generate its
normal pattern of progeny during the L2
and instead generates a lineage identical
to that normally generated one larval
stage earlier by its grandparental precur-
sor, T (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, C and D).
Similarly, seam cells at the L4 molt do
26 OCTOBER 1984

not express their normal fate, that is,
they do not form adult lateral alae, but
instead they express the fate normally
specific for seam cells at earlier stages;
that is, they divide (Fig. 2K and Fig. 5, C
and D). These temporal transformations
in cell fates, in which cells express fates
normally expressed at an earlier stage of
development, are analogous to the spa-
tial transformations in cell fates seen in
homeotic mutants of insects (13) and
nematodes (14), in which cells express
fates normally expressed at another posi-
tion in the animal.
Other postembryonic cell lineages in

lin-14(n355) and lin-14(n536) animals dis-

play abnormalities that can be interpret-
ed as retarded development. For exam-
ple, as in lin4(e912) animals (9), the
lineages of the vulval precursor cells, the
sex mesoblasts and the intestinal nuclei
of lin-14(n536) and lin-14(n355) animals
often contain supernumerary divisions
(data not shown). These supernumerary
divisions may reflect the repeated
expression of programs normally ex-
pressed at earlier times during develop-
ment. Gonadal cell lineages have not
been followed in lin-14(n355) or lin-
14(n536) animals, but hermaphrodites
are fertile and, aside from reduced brood
size, these mutants appear to undergo

wt L4

Fig. 3. Electron micrographs of thin sections of wild-type and heterochronic mutant cuticles.
Stage-specific cuticle morphology of wild-type C. elegans has been described by Cox et al. (7).
L4 larvae or adult animals are fixed and embedded according to Ward et al. (36). Animals were
sectioned approximately perpendicular to their longitudinal axes. Sections were placed on
slotted grids that had been coated with Parlodion and carbon. Sections were stained for 10
minutes at 70°C with uranyl acetate and at room temperature for 3 minutes with lead citrate
(bar, I ,um). (A) Wild-type L4 cuticle consists of a cortical layer (CL) apparently in direct
contact with underlying layers. L2, L3, and L4 cuticles are morphologically similar (7). (B)
Wild-type adult cuticle is distinguishable from larval cuticle on the basis of an electron
transparent gap (GA) and opaque struts (ST) separating the outer cortical layer (CL) from the
underlying fiber layers (FL). (C) Cross section of a wild-type L4 hermaphrodite fixed during L4
lethargus, prior to molting of the L4 cuticle. The alae (AL) of the newly formed adult cuticle
(AD) are visible beneath the larval cuticle (L4), which lacks alae. (D) Cuticle of an L4 larva of
the precocious mutant lin-14(n360) (strain MT1848) displays layering features, including gap and
struts normally specific for adult cuticle (B). (E) Cuticle of a sixth stage ("L6") animal (sexually
mature) of the retarded mutant lin-14(n355) (strain MT355) is structurally similar to wild-type L4
cuticle (A). Cuticle of L5 animals of this strain (not shown) also appear similar to wild-type L4
cuticle. (F) Cross section of a lin-14(n360) L4 hermaphrodite fixed at similar stage of
development as the animal in (C). Alae, normally specific for adult cuticle (C), are visible on
both the L4 cuticle and adult cuticle of this precocious mutant.
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Fig. 4. Lateral hypodermal T cell lineages of A B lin-14 C Iin-14
the wild type and two opposite classes of lin- Wild-type Semidominant Recessive
14 mutants. Cell divisions were followed in T T T
living nematodes (4). Cell lineages are dia-
grammed and cells are named according to L1
(4). Vertical scales to the left of each panel Li
indicate developmental stage with the time of
each postembryonic molt marked by a hori- T.ap T.ap
zontal line. LI, L2, L3, and L4 are the four
larval stages; supernumerary stages of lin- L2
14(n536) (L5, and so on; see Fig. 5) are not
shown. Unless otherwise noted in this and -
other figures, all cell divisions were along an L3
anterior-posterior axis in the animal. Anterior
is to the left in the diagram. The semidomi-
nant mutant lin-14(n536) (B) displays retarded L4
development in the T lineage. In the L2 stage,
T.ap generates a cell division pattern and
descendant cell types very similar to those normally generated only during the LI by the T cell
(A). Conversely, in the recessive mutant lin-14(n536 nS40) (C), the T cell precociously generates
a cell division pattern normally generated during the L2 by T.ap. The four progeny of T in lin-
14(nS36 n540) appear by Nomarski microscopy (4) morphologically similar to the corresponding
progeny of T.ap in the wild type.

normal gonadal development. Sexual
maturation, marked by the first appear-
ance of fertilized oocytes, occurs after
the fourth molt, as in the wild type. The
vulval and mesodermal cell lineage ab-
normalities are sufficient to account for
the egg-laying defects of these mutants.
Precocious lin-14 mutants. Recessive

mutations of lin-14 (15) cause develop-
mental defects opposite to those caused
by lin4(e912) or semidominant lin-14
mutations; that is, they cause precocious
development, in which certain develop-
mental events occur earlier than normal
during development. The most frequent
class of lin-14 recessive mutations, typi-
fied by lin-14(n536 n540), causes the

precocious expression of specific devel-
opmental events in the same tissues af-
fected by lin-14 semidominant muta-
tions.
The precocious development of lin-

14(n536 n540) animals seems to reflect
transformations in cell fates such that
certain cells express fates normally ex-
pressed by cells at later stages of the
same lineages. For example, in the LI
stage of lin-14(nS36 n540) animals, the
blast cell T does not generate its normal
cell lineage pattern. Instead, the T cell
generates during the LI a pattern nor-
mally generated during the L2 by T.ap
(Fig. 4C). Other lateral hypodermal blast
cells are similarly affected; cells fail to

generate their normal Li-specific pat-
terns (Si lineage patterns) but instead
generate S2 lineage patterns (Fig. 5, E
and F). The third and fourth stage lin-
eage patterns (S3 and S4) similarly occur
one larval stage early. Seam cells cease
division one stage early, in the third
larval (L3) stage, and produce adult lat-
eral alae at the L3 molt, which is one
stage earlier than normal (Fig. 5; see also
Figs. 2 and 3, which indicate this pheno-
type for another lin-14 recessive mu-
tant). The cuticle formed at the L3 molt
in these mutants is unlike wild-type L4
cuticle and is similar to wild-type adult
cuticle, on the basis of both the presence
of adult lateral alae overlying the seam
cells (Fig. 2, D and E) and an adult-
specific layered structure in regions dis-
tinct from the seam cells (Fig. 3D). Her-
maphrodites of lin-14 recessive mutants
synthesize a second adultlike cuticle at
the L4 molt (Fig. 3F).

Recessive mutations of lin-14 also
cause precocious expression of male-
specific ectodermal lineages and her-
maphrodite-specific ventral hypodermal
(vulval) lineages (Fig. 6). In lin-14(n536
n540) hermaphrodites, the vulval precur-
sor cells divide during the L2 stage,
whereas in the wild type, the vulval
precursor cells do not divide until the
middle of the L3 stage. The lin-14(n536
n540) L4 hermaphrodites have one or
two ventral protrusions resulting from
precocious (and often abnormal) vulval
morphogenesis. Abnormal vulval devel-
opment is the source of the egg-laying

Fig. 5. Lateral hypodermal cell lineage patterns of wild-type and heterochronic mutant animals. Wild-type lineages (A and B) are from (4).
Lineages are diagrammed as in Fig. 4, except that time scales are calibrated in hours after hatching (h). The embryonically derived lateral
hypodermal blast cells (HI, H2, VI to V6, and T) and their blast cell progeny divide at approximately the times of the first three larval molts.
These nine cells, and their lateral hypodermal blast cell descendants, are known as "seam" cells and are arranged along each lateral line of the an-
imal (4, 12). In the wild type during the late L4 stage, seam cells generate the adult lateral alae (cuticular ridges); the approximate time of adult
alae formation by a seam cell is indicated by three horizontal lines. The Q neuroblast lineage is shown only in the one mutant in which it is abnor-
mal (E; compare A). The boxes (SI, S2, S3, and S4) to the right of each lineage or set of lineages refer to cell lineage patterns that are normally
stage-specific in the wild type and that are coordinately affected in the mutants described (37). Each of these patterns consists of the specific cell
divisions and the associated production of differentiated cell types that occur within the time interval defined by the vertical span of each box. At
a given stage, these patterns differ in certain lineages from the corresponding patterns in certain other lineages; for example, the SI pattern of the
T lineage is different from the S I pattern of the V6 lineage (A). Each of the nine sensory rays on each side of the male tail is formed from the same
"sublineage" (9, 38), designated R and indicated in panel (B). The time scales for all mutants have been normalized to that for the wild type (39).
The mutant cell lineages shown in each panel (C to J) is from a single animal in which every cell division was followed (40). (C) lin-14(n355) her-
maphrodite; strain MT355. Dotted lines extending down from the seam cells indicate that further cell divisions occurred but were not followed in
detail. V5.pa generated four compact neural-like nuclei in this animal. We found the lineage generated by V5.pa to be highly variable. (D) lin-
14(nS36) hermaphrodite; strain MTI 149. Selected lateral hypodermal lineages are shown to demonstrate the different lineage pattern reiterations
typical of this mutant. This animal was not followed after the L4, but extra molts characteristic of this strain are indicated. (E) lin-14(n536 n540)
hermaphrodite; strain MT 1i53. Both Q and V5.a generated during the LI a set of compact nuclei and a cell death that by lineage and morphology
are identical to those normally generated by V5.pa of the wild type (4). The sensory structure formed by these progeny, called a postdeirid,
normally has one dopaminergic neuron, which can be visualized with formaldehyde-induced fluorescence (41). Each of the two precocious
postdeirid lineages may generate a dopaminergic neuron, for lin-14(nS36 n540) animals often have two dopaminergic neurons on one side (42). (F)
lin-14(n536 n540) male. These lineages appear to be variable during the L2 resulting in variation in the number of rays generated. These males
were obtained among the non-Dpy progeny of wild-type males crossed with hermaphrodites of the strain MT1394 dpy-17(el64); szT/I1in-14(n536
n540). szTI is a balancer for linkage group X (43). (G) lin-14(n727) male. Obtained from a cross between N2 males and MT1851 lin-14(n727) X her-
maphrodites. (H) lin-28(n719); him-5(el467) male; strain MT2005. There is some uncertainty in the assignment of pattern identity to the lineages
that occurred during the L2 and L3 stages. However, the T lineage of this animal generated, beginning in the L2 stage, a pattern identical to the
anterior branch of the wild-type T lineage S3 and S4 patterns. The assignment of S3 to the patterns occurring during the L2 is based on this T lin-
eage pattern. The him-5 mutation causes a high incidence of males among the self progeny of hermaphrodites as a consequence of the
nondisjunction of the X chromosome (44). (I) lin-28(n719) hermaphrodite; strain MT1524. (J) lin-29(n333); him-5(el467) male. Strain MT2006.
This animal was followed continuously only from the L3 molt to shortly after the L5 molt. Anatomical screens and partial lineages of animals at
earlier stages indicated that all lateral hypodermal lineages are normal prior to the L4 stage.
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Fig. 6. (A) Cell lineages of the male ectoblasts Y, U, and F in the wild type (4). (B) Y, U, and F lineages of lin-14(n536 n540); strain MTI 153. (C)
Ventral hypodermal (vulva) development in the wild type (4). (D) Vulva development of lin-14(nS36 n540). In this animal, the extra cells
generated by P8.p formed an ectopic ventral protrusion (pseudovulva) posterior to the pseudovulva formed by the progeny of P5.p, P6.p, and
P7.p. Vulva morphogenesis began at the L2 molt, approximately one larval stage earlier than in the wild type. The relative timing of the divisions
of P3.p-P8.p and the number of progeny generated from each was somewhat variable.

defect of lin-14 recessive mutants (16-
26).
The major class of lin-14 recessive

mutations cause precocious expression
of events at all larval stages and in sever-

al different lineages and, tissues. Muta-
tions of a second class of lin-14 recessive
alleles, typified by n360 and n727, cause
a subset of these same defects, that is,
precocious adult cuticle formation (Fig.
2D and Fig. 3, D and F), precocious
vulval development, and precocious S3
and S4 lineage patterns (Fig. 5G). How-
ever; unlike mutants of the major class,
these mutants do not express precocious
S2 lineage patterns. SI lineage patterns
occur at the normal stage (L1), and S2
lineage patterns are deleted (compare
Fig. 5, G to F).

In lin-14 precocious mutant hermaph-
rodites, the normal number of molts
(four) occurs and gonadal development
appears normal in that sexual maturation
is reached shortly after the L4 molt.
However, males of genotypes lin-
14(nl79ts) at 25°C, lin-14(nS36 n540), or
lin-14(n360) appear to cease the molting
cycle after three molts (Fig. 5F), suggest-
ing that these males are more severely
affected than hermaphrodites. Further-
more, the timing ofgonadal development
at later stages in these males appears to
be abnormal, although we have not char-
acterized this defect in detail.
Precocious lin-28 mutants. Mutations

of lin-28 cause precocious development
and a partial transformation in sexual
phenotype. The four alleles of lin-28 I
(n719, n947, n1119, n1120) are recessive
and cause precocious defects similar to
those caused by the second class of lin-
14 recessive alleles (such as n360 and
n727) (Fig. 5). For example, in lin-

414

28(n719) animals, S2 lineage patterns are

deleted from each lateral hypodermal
lineage, and S3 and S4 patterns occur
earlier than in the wild type (Fig. 5, H
and I). Seam cells cease cell division and
form adult alae precociously (Fig. 5), and
the cuticle of L4 larvae is also similar to
normal adult cuticle in regions distinct
from the seam cells (data not shown).
The ventral hypodermal vulval precur-
sors (P3.p to P8.p) divide earlier than in
the wild type, and their progeny undergo
vulval morphogenesis precociously (data
not shown).
Although these defects of lin-28 mu-

tants are similar to those of lin-14 reces-
sive mutants, lin-28 mutant development
seems to be more severely affected. The
lin-28(n719) seam cells occasionally form
adult alae at the L2 molt, which is two
stages earlier than in the wild type. Fur-
thermore, fin-28(n719) hermaphrodites
as well as males cease the molting cycle
after the L3 molt (Fig. 5, H and I).
Despite the precocious cessation of
molting, gonadal development of lin-
28(n719) hermaphrodites seems to follow
approximately the wild-type schedule,
based on the number of germ line and
somatic gonad nuclei, the time of gonad
reflection, and the time of appearance of
fertilized oocytes with respect to the
series of molts.
Another difference between the phe-

notypes of lin-28 and lin-14 recessive
mutants is that lin-28 hermaphrodites
appear to be partially transformed into
males. Specifically, in lin-28 hermaphro-
dites, a normally male-specific sensory
structure known as a "ray," which is
recognizable by lineage and morphology
(4), is formed (Fig. SI). In wild-type
males (Fig. SB), ray formation is an L4-

specific event. In both sexes of lin-28
mutants, ray cells are generated during
the L2 stage by a descendant of the
lateral hypodermal blast cell V5 (V5.pa).
This precocious ray formation supplants
the normal fate of V5.pa, which is to
form a different sensory structure called
the "postdeirid" (4) (Fig. 5A). Ray for-
mation in the L2 stage suggests that two
lineage patterns (presumttbly S2 and S3)
are deleted from the V5 lineage in lin-
28(n719) animals.
One possible explanation for this par-

tial transformation in the sexual pheno-
type of lin-28(n719) hermaphrodites is
that lin-28 activity directly controls the
expression of both stage-specific and
sex-specific cell fates in the V5 lineage.
Alternatively, the sexual transformation
may result indirectly from the severe
precocious defects of lin-28(n719). For
example, lin-28(n719) may cause the de-
letion of a critical developmental period
during which sexual determination nor-

mally occurs in the V5 lineage. As a
result of the deletion of that critical peri-
od, perhaps the determination of the
hermaphrodite fate cannot be made, and
the male fate is expressed by default.
Retarded lin-29 mutants. The three

alleles of lin-29 II (n333, nS46, and n836)
are recessive. Like lin-14 retarded mu-

tants, lin-29 mutants are egg-laying de-
fective and undergo supernumerary
molts. However, lin-29 mutations are
more tissue- and stage-specific in their
effects than are lin-14 and lin-28 muta-
tions. In lin-29 mutants the only cell
lineages we have observed to be altered
are those of the lateral hypodermis at the
L4 stage. In each lineage, seam cells at
the L4 molt do not form adult lateral alae
(as they do in the wild type) but instead
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divide (Fig. 5J); they also divide again at
later stages. The progeny of these super-
numerary divisions are like those nor-
mally generated at earlier stages of wild-
type development, including the L4
stage. For the sake of discussion and by
analogy with other heterochronic muta-
tions, we postulate that lin-29 mutations
cause a reiteration, in this case of L4-
specific divisions. Therefore, lin-29 mu-
tations seem to cause the expression of
an early L4 seam cell fate (cell division)
instead of the normal adult seam cell fate
(cessation of cell division and formation
of alae). In addition to lacking lateral
alae, the cuticle of lin-29 adults is also
similar in its ultrastructure to normal L4
cuticle in regions not overlying the seam
cells (data not shown). These overall
effects of lin-29 mutations can be inter-
preted as a failure of hypodermal cells to
switch from a larval (L4) state to the
adult state. Why lin-29 mutants are de-
fective in egg-laying is not clear; perhaps
some characteristic of adult cuticle is
required for proper vulval morphogen-
esis.

Possible phylogenetic role for muta-
tions that cause heterochrony. The mu-
tants described in this article display the
two major complementary classes of het-
erochrony defined by evolutionary biolo-
gists (2, 3): in retarded mutants, mature
individuals express normally juvenile
characteristics (such as larval cuticle at
adult stages; Fig. 3E); conversely, in
precocious mutants, normally adult
characteristics appear in immature indi-
viduals (such as adult cuticle on larvae;
Fig. 3F). Such heterochrony may be a
significant component of evolutionary
change among a wide spectrum of animal
species (2). The existence of the mutants
we describe in this article indicates that
mutations in single genes could cause
such heterochronic developmental
change during phylogeny.
We have discovered that the cell lin-

eages of certain nematode species isolat-
ed from the wild differ from the corre-
sponding cell lineages of other nematode
species in a manner consistent with het-
erochrony. For example, the lateral hy-
podermal cell lineages of one Rhabditida
species have characteristics similar to
lineages of the C. elegans mutant lin-
14(n536) (27). Perhaps mutations in he-
terochronic genes such as those we have
described in this article could have led to
heterochronic differences between the
cell lineages of different nematode spe-
cies. Such changes in the times of
expression of various cell fates could
lead to evolutionarily significant changes
in nematode anatomy and life history.
Ai OCTOBER 1984

For example, the alterations in develop-
mental timing caused by the hetero-
chronic mutations described here result
in the absence of specific structures, the
duplication- of other structures, partial
sexual transformation, and changes in
the number of larval stages.
Genes with properties similar to those

of lin-4, lin-14, lin-28, and lin-29 could be
responsible for interspecific hetero-
chrony in organisms other than nema-
todes. If so, heterochrony may often be
caused by temporal transformations in
cell fates, so that cells or groups of cells
adopt fates specific for cells at other
developmental stages. One consequence
of such a mechanism for heterochrony
would be that certain developmental
events (the generation of specific differ-
entiated cells or structures) of an ances-
tral species could be deleted or reiterated
in a descendant. This mechanism is dis-
tinct from one involving changes in the
relative rates of cell division within dif-
ferent lineages (28).
Heterochronic genes may control tem-

poral patterns ofdevelopment. The tem-
poral transformations in developmental
fates caused by heterochronic mutations
suggest that heterochronic genes may
control the times during C. etegans de-
velopment at which specific cell fates are
expressed. These genes may encode ele-
ments of a system by which cells receive
and interpret temporal information and,
on the basis of that information, express
appropriate stage-specific characteris-
tics. Detailed genetic analysis of each of
these loci is required to determine its
role in wild-type development. The ge-
netic properties of lin-14 (29) suggest that
the dosage of lin-14 gene activity speci-
fies the fates expressed by cells at sever-
al stages of development, that is, high
levels specify earlier fates and low levels
specify later fates. The activity of lin-14
may diminish during development and
cause various cell fates to be expressed
in defined temporal sequences. Perhaps
genes such as lin-14, which has highly
pleiotropic effects, are involved in con-
veying temporal information to diverse
cell types. Genes with more tissue- or
stage-specific effects (lin-29) may be re-
quired for the reception or utilization of
that temporal information for cell type-
specific or developmental stage-specific
determinative choices.
By what molecular mechanisms might

heterochronic genes act? One possible
mechanism is illustrated by pharmaco-
logically or genetically induced heter-
ochrony in other organisms. Retarded
expression of larval characteristics in the
Mexican axolotl, Ambystoma mexi-

canum, seems to be caused by homozy-
gosity for a single recessive allele (30).
Aspects of this retarded development
can be overcome by exogenous applica-
tion of the thyroid hormone, thyroxine,
indicating that axolotl heterochrony may
have arisen from mutation of a gene or
genes affecting thyroxine levels (30).
Similarly, manipulation of the level of
juvenile hormone at specific stages of
insect development can cause heteroch-
rony (31, 32). These effects include extra
larval stages or, alternatively, reduction
of the number of larval stages and preco-
cious differentiation of adult features.
The analogies between these examples
of apparent hormonally mediated heter-
ochrony and the defects of C. elegans
heterochronic mutants suggest a possible
role for hormones in the temporal regula-
tion of cell fates during C. elegans devel-
opment. Alternatively, C. elegans heter-
ochronic genes could affect the fates of
cells intrinsically, in a manner analogous
to that proposed for insect homeotic
genes (33).
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